Plytix is hiring

Content Creation Apprentice
Internship

Who is Plytix?
Plytix is a real tech startup just like you see in the movies. Our office in Malaga is a big residential house
with bean bags, hammocks and computer screens everywhere. It’s fair to say, the atmosphere is pretty sick!
At Plytix we’re passionate enough to believe that our little team of nerds can transform the entire
ecommerce industry as we know it, and even challenge some of the largest players in tech. And of course,
when we succeed, we’ll all be swimming in dollar bills like Scrooge McDuck.

For this role you would be:
•

Someone who enjoys creating amazing content, and who can make our clients grin like the Cheshire cat
with the power of their words!

•

Creating written and video content for our customer support centre, marketing and sales processes as well as any other bits of content we use to make our clients happy campers.

•

We need you to maintain a ‘no issue is too big/small for us’, think-on-your feet, positive attitude. And
hey, any extra languages are welcome - really we’re not asking for a lot here.

It is important that the person will fit into our culture, so here are some of the things that are
important to us:
•

We believe in attitude over experience. So don’t worry if you don’t know it all from day one - we don’t
either, but we expect that you’ll have the willingness to learn and find answers on your own.

•

We want happy people who can handle a high paced, dynamic environment without freaking out.

•

Our culture is important for us and we prefer to work with people who we can also hang out with
outside of work.

•

English of native (or near native) standard - it has to be better than our Danish CEO & Founder

What’s in it for you?
•

The chance to be apart of an exciting start-up business; ambitious to be the next billion dollar company.

•

Flexible working hours

•

40 hours per week

•

Catered, free lunch (if working from Malaga)

•

Ice cream, Coffee, beer and all that stuff for free (If working from Malaga)

•

To be a part of a employee-first culture and work with a multicultural team of awesome individuals

Now go on and send an email to heather@plytix.com that includes:
•

Your Linkedin Profile

•

An exciting motivation Letter

•

Your availability to start

www.plytix.com

